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States of consciousness: synesthetic responses in the works of Shannon Novak 
Jane Button 
 
The following text is taken from the book “One Song, Three Composers”, 2012. 
 
 
  We have fallen into the place where everything is musici 
 
 
Introduction 
 
An early career artist Shannon Novak’s practice explores the ‘interrelationships between 
sound, colour, form, time, space, and social context.’ii Although a heady mix of ideas the 
simple yet complex abstract forms bespeak to painting and installation in an approach that 
Novak states is ‘very much determined by the study at hand.’iii Trained in classical, modern, 
and jazz music, form is used in his work to represent the measurable in sound (pitch, 
loudness, duration) and colour is used to represent the immeasurable (the spiritual content). 
The selections by which forms and colours are used in a given work are based on a series of 
synesthetic responses to the subject of the work (or sound).  In this way, Novak sees form in 
sound and hears sound in form, sees colour in sound and hears sound in colour.  
 
The tension between positive and negative energy is pivotal to Novak’s work. This can be 
traced in his interest in the works of artists such as Gordon Walters as with the Eastern 
variants of the yin and yang and also the discordant and harmonic structures of a piece of 
music. In this sense an interval of ambivalence is always at play. Another key influence in the 
context of the United Kingdom is the work of Bridget Riley and her supplementation of 
colour: ‘The music of colour, that’s what I want’. However, Novak’s primary mentor is that 
of leading contemporary New Zealand artist Michael Smither renowned for his relational use 
between sound and colour. Smither works in the manner of attributing twelve colours to the 
twelve notes of a musical scale. The interrelationships between sound and colour are of 
central importance to both artists’ practice as will be investigated in the works of Novak that 
follow. 
 
 
The Four Dimensions of a Note: indicators of sound 
 
Initially, Novak worked in the variants of black and white. For example in an early exhibition 
The Four Dimensions of a Note he worked with the deconstruction of a note into four key 
dimensions: pitch, duration, loudness and spiritual content. At the level of the canvas white 
was used to represent ‘positive space’ and black to represent ‘negative space’.iv The striations 
of black and white provide a more literal interpretation of the piano keys e.g. Dimension I - 
Notes Names (A - G#). In other works located in this series e.g. Dimension IV in a positive 
and negative state an opposing black and white coloured canvas backdrop meets with a 
wavering square that then joins the edge of the panel in a semicircle motif. The idea for this 
particular motif came from the sinusoidal wave. Also, far from deliberate these coincidental 
forms also developed a close link with the koru form. Although synonymous with New 
Zealand’s nature forms the koru form is also clearly reminiscent of the work of Gordon 
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Walters. The semicircle became a way for Novak to negotiate his own way through this 
pivotal New Zealand artist’s influence and to generate a style more reminiscent of Novak.  
 
These semicircle forms are repeated as is the striated structures through different colour 
blocks (blues, oranges, greens) as a mode of ‘sound activation’. The differing colours and 
forms would break the silence between the black and white bars. The overall effect being a 
piano composition whereby no work stands alone but rather works in relation to the others. 
The sound resonates throughout the installation space via the differing configurations of the 
geometric forms. In effect this then meets Novak’s criteria of the constituents of a single note. 
The hovering mystery of the intonations and inflections of sound and rhythm abound, almost 
bounce off one another. Put another way this could hint towards Jacques Derrida’s concepts 
of the ‘interlacing’ and ‘differance’. 
 
As noted in his interview with Sourav Roy, in The Four Dimensions of a Note  
 

Works were displayed in three major groupings or phases: introduction to the 
dimensions, the conceptual framework, and the four dimensions realised. This design 
follows an instructional design principle where an idea is revealed stage by stage to 
help learners construct knowledge. It was envisaged that if a viewer walked around 
the works in order through the three phases, they would arrive at a deeper 
understanding of the underlying concept than if they chose to view works in random 
order.v 
 

However, what is also important to signpost here is the concept of time. When viewing these 
musical works the viewer’s experience of time changes. Time is altered when we come out of 
ourselves and into a piece of art. Whether as T.S. Elliot has noted this is first communicated 
rather than understood remains an open-ended question. Regardless a communication process 
is taking place between the viewer and the artwork and at another level between the artist 
himself. 
 
Engaging with a piece of art or music requires a certain level of focus, of concentration, 
despite the fact that it is still able to permeate our sense of ourselves as we move about our 
daily lives. Architecture is critical to the navigation of our surrounds as is it critical to the way 
Novak plays with the space that is made or left between the objects themselves. Sonic space 
indeed adds another dimension to this already layered methodological framework.  
 
 
Shifting through semitones 
 
In the exhibition Semitone Shift the utilization of sound is a choice left up to the audience. 
They can choose whether or not to listen to specific recordings composed by Novak via 
headset as they find their way around the gallery. Some may hear the sound in a literal sense; 
others may embody it through the musical compositional format. Whatever modality is 
adopted, colour and form is used to break the silence. For example, in Semitone Study 1 the 
square canvas is divided into two rectangles. One half of the background painted in aqua blue, 
the other royal blue. Overlaid are the semicircle motifs representing the positive and negative 
aspects of colour, which in this case refers to the spiritual content of sounds. How to imagine 
colour? In this particular piece a darker undercurrent is at work that ripples away at the base 
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of the piece and is occasionally tempered with lighter notes to break the discord. Conversely 
in Semitone Shift in Practice a more harmonic resonance echoes the linear forms that meet the 
semicircle motifs at the top and bottom horizons of the panel. Dark and light work together in 
both states of comfort and disquietude. In another example, A Major to A Minor a lighter and 
freer melody reverberates. The notes are like tip toes that then become grounded in the 
stronger reverberations. It is a particularly beautiful piece for its sheer lightness and uplifting 
spirit. The music soars us above the daily gravitas.  
 
Novak has had diverse responses from the New Zealand public in relation to these works as 
he notes in some personal correspondence between the two of us. 
 

This stirred the emotions of the New Zealand public…some were angered, some were 
offended, some completely disregarded my work as having any validity in the art 
world…all because of what? Two colours perhaps? Specific forms? It raised 
interesting questions such as what are the implications of New Zealand artists in the 
field of geometric abstraction using black and white? And what are the implications 
of New Zealand artists in the field of geometric abstraction using juxtaposed positive 
and negative forms?vi 

 
 
Stabilizing augmentation 
 
Novak’s recent works now take on the forms of augmented chord progressions. For example 
Augmented Chord Study II still works with the semi circle motifs that wraps around in an s 
like shape that is mirrored in the second half of the composition. Pink, dark red, and white are 
the predominant colours at work here. Whereas in Augmented Chord Progression the focus 
can be pure green to the triangular iterations of oranges, pinks, greens, and purple. If colour 
field painting can be seen as a reference point here then so too can be a more radical link to 
the concept of Aura-Soma developed by Vikki Wall. This concept uses colour as a healing 
model to bring a sense of equilibrium to the physical, emotional and spiritual forces of nature.  
‘Equilibrium is the sense of forces or torque coming to zero point, a more perfect or lasting 
state of balance’.vii In each of the 108 bottles developed by Wall, is constituted two different 
colours; each meant to represent different sates to bring equilibrium to states of 
consciousness. The connection being drawn here is the association between sound and colour 
healing, both of which are constituted in the work of Novak. For both are looking at the 
synergistic aspects of nature and the different resonances this can have upon the audience and 
states of consciousness.  
 
 
Conclusion: the language of sound, colour, and form 
 
 The breath between the note and the silenceviii 
 
Complex as it may be music is able to touch lives, hold sorrow, and celebrate joy and longing. 
Music brings expression to the self and its deeper layers of being.  Excavation, wonder and 
imagination wait at its portals. Then there is the consideration of the palette that is so critical 
to a painter’s work. Like night is to day so is black to white in his earliest compositions; 
journeying into the night and awakening into the day. Bleakness and brightness. And yet we 
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only ever see a tiny part of the full colour spectrum and its vibrations. Colour holds whispers 
of presence, even the banished shadow that contains so much richness and vitality when 
embraced. The interiority and exteriority of the depths of presence relate here to Derrida’s 
concept of the ‘interlacing of difference’. Ambivalence is always at work. And this is clearly 
seen in Novak’s series that play with colour variations and installation configurations. Each 
colour and sense sensation changes in relation to the other. As Wassily Kandinsky once said, 
‘Colour is the keyboard, the eyes are the hammers, and the soul is the piano with the 
strings.’ix  
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